
TRANSFERS AND TOURSTRANSFERS AND TOURS

DESTINATION MANAGEMENT PORTUGAL

TRANSFERSTRANSFERS

TRANSFER PONTA DELGADA AIRPORT / HOTELS IN PONTA DELGADA

€ 14,00 per person / one way

TOURSTOURS

HALF DAY TOUR LAGOA DO FOGO

HALF DAY TOUR LAGOA DO FOGO

€ 16,50 per person

Minimum 20 participants

HALF DAY TOUR LAGOA DO FOGO
Departure from Ponta Delgada towards the northern coast via Ribeira Seca to visit a
Renaissance fountain, destroyed by a volcanic eruption in 1583, along with the
settlement. Continue to Ribeira Grande to see its characteristic 17th and 18th
centuries architecture and its most notable monuments, including the Casa de
Cultura (optional – entrance fee not included) housed in a restored 17th century
manor house. Stop at a stand of a liquor factory, to sample their liquors. Continue
via a mountainous road with numerous curves to the magnificent Fire Lake (Lagoa do
Fogo), stopping the at belvedere from where you can see the northern and southern
coasts of the islands. Proceed down the mountain, admiring the beautiful panorama
of the central and flatter part of the island with a view of the ocean and coastline,
as well as the mountains of Sete Cidades in the background. Return by the southern
coast and the town of Lagoa.



TOURSTOURS

HALF DAY TOUR SETE CIDADES AND PINEAPLE GREENHOUSES

€ 17,50 per person

DESTINATION MANAGEMENT PORTUGAL

HALF DAY TOUR SETE CIDADES AND PINEAPLE GREENHOUSES
Departure from Ponta Delgada towards the mountains of Sete Cidades. The tour will
take southwest route along the shoreline dotted with cows grazing in green pastures.
Stop at the Vista do Rei belvedere, for a magnificent view of the Green Lake and the
Blue Lake of Sete Cidades at the bottom on an enormous volcanic crater. Continue
along scenic country roads, from which you can admire the northern and southern
coasts of the island, and visit the greenhouses of a pineapple plantation to observe
how the fruit is cultivated (locals consider it the sweetest tasting pineapple in the
world). Taste the pineapple liqueur before returning to Ponta Delgada.

€ 17,50 per person

Minimum 20 participants



TOURSTOURS

WHALE WATCHING (half day)
PRICE PER PERSON

€ 48,00
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WHALE WATCHING (half day)
This activity is performed by a sharp professional team of skippers, lookouts and
biologists. Before leaving to the ocean, guests will be briefed about the several
species that they be able to see, learn the Azorean Whale Watching code of ethics
and last but not least to get familiar with speed boats and respective equipment on
board to ensure safety and comfort. Guests may have the opportunity to observe
several dolphin and whale species found all year around in this waters.



TOURSTOURS
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FULL DAY TOUR FURNAS (lunch included)
Departure from Ponta Delgada along the northern road to Santa Iria Belvedere to
admire the panoramic view of the northern coast. Proceed through an area of tea
plantations and stop to visit an tea factory and where you can sample the local tea.
The next stop is Pico do Ferro Belvedere, where you will see the fascinating Furnas
Valley, located in the bottom of a crater with a lake surrounded by lush vegetation,
creating a palette of greens. Drive to the Lake of Furnas, which is surrounded by a
beautiful flowered shore and the area of the “caldeiras” (hot springs) serves as a
natural kitchen. Cooking by burying pots of food in the earth is a tradition that
provides a fantastic meal, which will be your lunch in Furnas. After lunch, visit the
18th century “Terra Nostra” Park, one of the most beautiful parks in S. Miguel,
consisting of small trails circling artistically groomed lakes and streams, bushes of
colorful and exotic flowers and century old trees of great botanical value. Also there

FULL DAY TOUR FURNAS (lunch included)

€ 50,00 per person

Includes lunch (‘Cozido’) with beverages
Minimum 20 participants

colorful and exotic flowers and century old trees of great botanical value. Also there
is a swimming pool of hot mineral water. Return to Ponta Delgada by the south road,
passing by Vila Franca do Campo.




